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web illustrate verb t explain c1 to show the meaning or truth of
something more clearly especially by giving examples illustrate
something with something the lecturer web to provide with visual
features intended to explain or decorate illustrate a book b to make
clear by giving or by serving as an example or instance c to make
clear clarify web to show the meaning or truth of something more
clearly especially by giving examples illustrate something with
something the lecturer illustrated his point with a diagram on web
illustration noun c or u picture add to word list c1 a picture in a
book magazine etc or the process of illustrating something a full page
illustration colour black and web verb used with object il lus trat ed
il lus trat ing to furnish a book magazine etc with drawings pictures
or other artwork intended for explanation elucidation or adornment to
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make clear or intelligible as by examples or analogies exemplify
archaic to enlighten web to make the meaning of something clearer by
using examples pictures etc illustrate something to illustrate my
point let me tell you a little story last year s sales figures are
illustrated in figure 2 he is showing these silent films to web
illustrated definition containing pictures drawings and other
illustrations see examples of illustrated used in a sentence web
ˈɪləˌstreɪt verb forms usually passive to use pictures photographs
diagrams etc in a book etc illustrate something an illustrated
textbook illustrate something with something his lecture was
illustrated with slides taken during the expedition want to learn more
web from longman dictionary of contemporary english related topics
newspapers printing publishing visual il lus trate ˈɪləstreɪt awl verb
transitive 1 to make the meaning of something clearer by giving
examples let me give an example to illustrate the point web an
illustration is a decoration interpretation or visual explanation of a
text concept or process 1 designed for integration in print and
digitally published media such as posters flyers magazines books
teaching materials animations video games and films an illustration is
typically created by an illustrator web apr 29 2024   1 verb if you
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say that something illustrates a situation that you are drawing
attention to you mean that it shows that the situation exists the
example of the united states illustrates this point verb noun this
change is neatly illustrated by what has happened to the arab league
verb noun web an illustration is a visualization that is made by an
artist the goal of each illustration is to explain information it can
be a drawing a photograph a collage etc it doesn t matter as long as
it keeps its purpose to visually represent facts and details there s a
difference between an illustration and a piece of art web what types
of illustration are there techniques traditional and modern 1
woodcutting 2 metal etching 3 pencil illustration 4 charcoal
illustration 5 lithography 6 watercolor illustration 7 gouache
illustration 8 acrylics illustration 9 collage illustration 10 pen and
ink illustration 11 freehand digital illustration 12 web to illustrate
is to make something more clear or visible children s books are
illustrated with pictures an example can illustrate an abstract idea
the word illustrate comes from the latin illustrare to light up or
enlighten web apr 29 2024   ˈɪləstreɪtɪd adjective of a book text etc
decorated with or making use of pictures the book is beautifully
illustrated throughout a beautifully illustrated web to give more
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information or examples to explain or prove something to illustrate a
point problem question word this new discovery illustrates how little
we know about web something that serves to illustrate such as a a
picture or diagram that helps make something clear or attractive b an
example or instance that helps make something clear 2 a the action of
illustrating the condition of being illustrated b archaic the action
of making illustrious or honored or distinguished illustrational web
synonyms for illustrated demonstrated explained exemplified mentioned
analyzed cited specified clarified antonyms of illustrated obscured
blurred darkened clouded puzzled confused perplexed muddied web
definition for illustrate verb as in demonstrate exemplify compare
synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches clarify delineate depict
embody emphasize epitomize web adjective ˈɪləstreɪtɪd of a book
newspaper etc containing pictures an illustrated textbook a
beautifully lavishly illustrated work definitions on the go look up
any word in the dictionary offline anytime anywhere with the oxford
advanced learner s dictionary app check pronunciation illustrated web
best of try this an illustrated life i have a lot of friends in all
corners of the world who share my love for illustrated journaling and
sketchbooking some are famous designers and artists some are just
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people like me who live to draw in their spare time web illustrated
meanings synonyms sentences everything miss sullivan taught me she
illustrated by a beautiful story or a poem 14 7 the situation is
illustrated in the writings of hosea q v 9 4 this is supposed to be
illustrated by his measures with regard to the see of lichfield 6 3
web 6 days ago   prior to his exit porzingis had contributed seven
points and three rebounds as boston built out a sizeable lead in game
4 against the heat al horford saw the bulk of the minutes at center in
web jan 30 2024   noun definition of illustration synonyms for
illustration they selected photographs to use for the illustration of
the book the illustrations that he provided in his speech were very
effective illustration is the key to good communication the
illustration on page 30 shows the parts of an engine web 2 days ago  
ethan miller formula 1 getty images the marriage between sports
illustrated swimsuit model brooks nader and media salesperson billy
haire is heading toward an unfortunate end according to a web 2 days
ago   published may 3 2024 11 58 a m et tom brady and jeff bezos
enjoyed a guys night out thursday at sports illustrated s formula 1
miami grand prix party at the surf club restaurant adjacent web c1 to
show the meaning or truth of something more clearly especially by
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giving examples 尤指用例子 说明 阐明 the lecturer illustrated his point with a
diagram on the
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illustrate english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 05 2024 web
illustrate verb t explain c1 to show the meaning or truth of something
more clearly especially by giving examples illustrate something with
something the lecturer
illustrate definition meaning merriam webster Mar 04 2024 web to
provide with visual features intended to explain or decorate
illustrate a book b to make clear by giving or by serving as an
example or instance c to make clear clarify
illustrated english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 03 2024 web to
show the meaning or truth of something more clearly especially by
giving examples illustrate something with something the lecturer
illustrated his point with a diagram on
illustration english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 02 2024 web
illustration noun c or u picture add to word list c1 a picture in a
book magazine etc or the process of illustrating something a full page
illustration colour black and
illustrate definition meaning dictionary com Dec 01 2023 web verb used
with object il lus trat ed il lus trat ing to furnish a book magazine
etc with drawings pictures or other artwork intended for explanation
elucidation or adornment to make clear or intelligible as by examples
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or analogies exemplify archaic to enlighten
illustrate verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 31
2023 web to make the meaning of something clearer by using examples
pictures etc illustrate something to illustrate my point let me tell
you a little story last year s sales figures are illustrated in figure
2 he is showing these silent films to
illustrated definition meaning dictionary com Sep 29 2023 web
illustrated definition containing pictures drawings and other
illustrations see examples of illustrated used in a sentence
illustrate verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 29
2023 web ˈɪləˌstreɪt verb forms usually passive to use pictures
photographs diagrams etc in a book etc illustrate something an
illustrated textbook illustrate something with something his lecture
was illustrated with slides taken during the expedition want to learn
more
illustrate meaning of illustrate in longman dictionary of Jul 28 2023
web from longman dictionary of contemporary english related topics
newspapers printing publishing visual il lus trate ˈɪləstreɪt awl verb
transitive 1 to make the meaning of something clearer by giving
examples let me give an example to illustrate the point
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illustration wikipedia Jun 26 2023 web an illustration is a decoration
interpretation or visual explanation of a text concept or process 1
designed for integration in print and digitally published media such
as posters flyers magazines books teaching materials animations video
games and films an illustration is typically created by an illustrator
illustrate definition and meaning collins english dictionary May 26
2023 web apr 29 2024   1 verb if you say that something illustrates a
situation that you are drawing attention to you mean that it shows
that the situation exists the example of the united states illustrates
this point verb noun this change is neatly illustrated by what has
happened to the arab league verb noun
what is illustration definition evolution and types Apr 24 2023 web an
illustration is a visualization that is made by an artist the goal of
each illustration is to explain information it can be a drawing a
photograph a collage etc it doesn t matter as long as it keeps its
purpose to visually represent facts and details there s a difference
between an illustration and a piece of art
types of illustration styles and techniques graphicmama Mar 24 2023
web what types of illustration are there techniques traditional and
modern 1 woodcutting 2 metal etching 3 pencil illustration 4 charcoal
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illustration 5 lithography 6 watercolor illustration 7 gouache
illustration 8 acrylics illustration 9 collage illustration 10 pen and
ink illustration 11 freehand digital illustration 12
illustrate definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Feb 20 2023 web
to illustrate is to make something more clear or visible children s
books are illustrated with pictures an example can illustrate an
abstract idea the word illustrate comes from the latin illustrare to
light up or enlighten
illustrated definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jan 22
2023 web apr 29 2024   ˈɪləstreɪtɪd adjective of a book text etc
decorated with or making use of pictures the book is beautifully
illustrated throughout a beautifully illustrated
illustrate meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Dec 21 2022 web to
give more information or examples to explain or prove something to
illustrate a point problem question word this new discovery
illustrates how little we know about
illustration definition meaning merriam webster Nov 19 2022 web
something that serves to illustrate such as a a picture or diagram
that helps make something clear or attractive b an example or instance
that helps make something clear 2 a the action of illustrating the
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condition of being illustrated b archaic the action of making
illustrious or honored or distinguished illustrational
illustrated synonyms 60 similar and opposite words merriam webster Oct
19 2022 web synonyms for illustrated demonstrated explained
exemplified mentioned analyzed cited specified clarified antonyms of
illustrated obscured blurred darkened clouded puzzled confused
perplexed muddied
69 synonyms antonyms for illustrate thesaurus com Sep 17 2022 web
definition for illustrate verb as in demonstrate exemplify compare
synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches clarify delineate depict
embody emphasize epitomize
illustrated adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Aug 17
2022 web adjective ˈɪləstreɪtɪd of a book newspaper etc containing
pictures an illustrated textbook a beautifully lavishly illustrated
work definitions on the go look up any word in the dictionary offline
anytime anywhere with the oxford advanced learner s dictionary app
check pronunciation illustrated
an illustrated life danny gregory Jul 16 2022 web best of try this an
illustrated life i have a lot of friends in all corners of the world
who share my love for illustrated journaling and sketchbooking some
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are famous designers and artists some are just people like me who live
to draw in their spare time
examples of illustrated in a sentence yourdictionary com Jun 14 2022
web illustrated meanings synonyms sentences everything miss sullivan
taught me she illustrated by a beautiful story or a poem 14 7 the
situation is illustrated in the writings of hosea q v 9 4 this is
supposed to be illustrated by his measures with regard to the see of
lichfield 6 3
celtics kristaps porzingis gets encouraging sports illustrated May 14
2022 web 6 days ago   prior to his exit porzingis had contributed
seven points and three rebounds as boston built out a sizeable lead in
game 4 against the heat al horford saw the bulk of the minutes at
center in
examples of illustration in a sentence merriam webster Apr 12 2022 web
jan 30 2024   noun definition of illustration synonyms for
illustration they selected photographs to use for the illustration of
the book the illustrations that he provided in his speech were very
effective illustration is the key to good communication the
illustration on page 30 shows the parts of an engine
report sports illustrated swimsuit model is getting divorced Mar 12
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2022 web 2 days ago   ethan miller formula 1 getty images the marriage
between sports illustrated swimsuit model brooks nader and media
salesperson billy haire is heading toward an unfortunate end according
to a
tom brady jeff bezos hit si s f1 miami grand prix party page six Feb
08 2022 web 2 days ago   published may 3 2024 11 58 a m et tom brady
and jeff bezos enjoyed a guys night out thursday at sports illustrated
s formula 1 miami grand prix party at the surf club restaurant
adjacent
illustrate中文 简体 翻译 剑桥词典 cambridge dictionary Jan 10 2022 web c1 to
show the meaning or truth of something more clearly especially by
giving examples 尤指用例子 说明 阐明 the lecturer illustrated his point with a
diagram on the
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